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ABSTRACT
This two-part article discusses the role of the

physical environment in adult learning. In the first part, two

activities--environment introduction and visualization--are discussed

as ways to develop an awareness for improving the learning

environment. In the second part, two planning activities--mapping and

geometric coding--are discussed as ways to improve the learning

environment. The discussions conclude that attending to the physical

environment is a beneficial activity that can enhance learning. The

activities can be used by adult educators to evaluate the match

between learning behavior and place and to add a dimension to adult

teaching methods. (KC)
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TECHNIQUES: PAYING ATTENTION TO THE PLACE: PART I
ACTIVITIES FOR INSTRUCTORS AND ADULT LEARNERS

Rodney D. Fulton
Montana State University
Bozeman. Montana

Ti is Techniqks is the first o f a nvo-part installment looking at the
physical environment for learning. Two activitie.,. environment
introduction and visualization, are &mussed as ways to develop an
awarenessfor improving the learning envirtmment.

Some adult educators recognize the influence of physical attributes on
learning environments. Adult educators havejoined psychologists awl architects
to design cffrative places for adult learning. Still a great deal of adult learning
activity takes place in places meant fcc other people (usually children) and other
purposes. Making the best of what one has is often the challenge for adult
educators.

'In dealing with the anangements of the Ruing, educators of adults should
not attempt to design one perfect plate for all learners. Expecting individuals
differing widely in age, physical make-up, cultural bmkgrounda, and abilities
to accern the same environment is not only counterproductive to Writing, but
unfair. The flexibility of the roomone that can be arranged and rearranged
fairly easilyis perhaps the most desirable quality of an adult education
"classroom". However, the need to attend to the physical aspects of the learnitv
environment is often not understood or acceyned by aduks. Either 'hey feel that
the physical environment isn't important enough to consider or that they can't
really do anything about it, so why bother? On both counts, educators need to
challenge adult !cams to do something about the physical setting; especially if
the learners' needi are not being met.

It is important to recognize that where learning takes place has an influence
on how and how much learning occurs! Not only must adult educators raise the
level of awareness on the part of Ivarners, they must ckvelop their ownawareness
and be willing to devete some time to this effort.

Environment Introduction

Adult educators agree that introductory activities that set a climate are
imponant to building a good social setting in adult edixtation. Rather than
always using activihes that have participants talk about themselves or introduce
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another, one could try int environment introduction. This activity will allow
partkitants to explicitly state what may not be conscious perceptions, feelings
and attitudes about a place. Sharing those with others can serve as a way n)
break the ice with a group and to modify an individual perception based en
imut from others.

Begin this activity by having each individual write three words that best
describe the place. llen have each individual share those three words with one
or two others in the room and discuss why they chose their three descriptors.
Ask each group to come to a consensus and choose one word that best describes
the environment. What usually *wens is ths the descrtnive words change
from individuals to group because environments ait perceived differently as
individuals and groups interact. There will be great vraiety in words chosen and
the explanations should erscourage some interesting conversation.

This activity can be especially useful lithe grow km 't very amenable to the
process of sharing information about themselves with others who may be
strangers and only temporarily together. Such variation in introdtoions may
also be appropriate for grows of people whose often together, such as members
of the same club or stuants progressing through a degree program.

Visuafizatiim

A kw group oriented and more time inwasive activity is visualization which
allows each person to evaluate his or her own level of acceptance of the place.
Knowing the impact of the present place allows learners to adapt or id* in
ways that address many needs. Both individually and collectively, the learners
can decide to make whatever changes are possible to malrye the place =se
conducive to learning activity.

Each panictiant is encouraged to become as comfmtable as possible. Lights
need to be dimmed or turned off, if there is no dimmer switch, as some very
quiet backgreend music is introduced. In a soothing, calm voice, the facilitator
asks participapts to close their eyes and imagine a favcnite place. Partictents
are urpd to look dos* at the place in their mind's eye noticing lighting,
colors, temperature, types of furnishings (not just furniture), odorsthe whole
place. They are told to imagine reading something. After a brief pause, they are
asked to look again at the ph= taking note of any changes. This process is
repeated using other activities Om the learners will engage in such as wrking
and listening. Finally, with the lights on and the music dr, participants compare
where they arc to where they were in their minds' eye. Ideas are then exchanged
on how to make the two places more alilce.

The facilitator should be prepared and have a sense of humor! For many
learners, the ideal place will be very different from a classroom. The imagined
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changes that occurred in the place as activities changed should be explored.Such visualization may not result in changa Ina participants will begin thinkingabout the learning setting.

Conclusion

Environmental introductions atrd visualization are qualitative notquantitative endeavors. They will not give hard and fast answers to moblemsnor are they foot proof methods. What theycan do is to encourage adultlearnersand facilitator to attend to the physical aurrimes of the karning environment.When classrooms donot change much as a result of these activities,poveptionsof the fit of the placecan dole for the better. Working togetheron the physicalenvironment may notonly improve the designdun classroom but alsocontributeto social interaction ina positive way. Both of these outcomes improve learning.It is critical to the development of awareness regarding the learningenvironment that adult educators facilitate the process. While the educator asthe leader can provide the oppmunity, the learning group needs a) eagage inthe activities. Such activities win dependon the time that the adulteducator candevote to the process. Envireamental introductions can be completed in afewminutes while visualization requires a significia4amount of time. The investmentof some time and attention can pay off by eliminating detractors to learning ifnot actually enhancing the physical environment. By develwing environmentalawareness, adult educators can add we more skill to their repertoirea skillthat, if shared with the learner, can benefit adult learning.
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TECHNIQUES: PAYING ATTENTION TO THE PLACE: PART 2

ACTIVITIES FOR PLANNING PLACES FOR ADULT LEARNING

Rodney D. Mon
Montana Same University
Bozeman, Montana

This Tedusigas is the second of a two-part inaallment foaling at

the physical enWronment for karning. Two planning activitks.

mapi4ng and geometric cosrmg, we diseased as nays to improve

the lewning GIVirORMelit.

The first part of this techniques offered insuuctors and adult learners two

ideas that could be used m address the ithysical envircement during the

instructional process, In addities, these are planning activities that mlult

educators, especially learning center managers, can use to address aspects of

the physical Gavin:Inman in leSanCe owes, media eenwik libraries and otkwr

such places for hum*: (*aside the class or meeting room.

Planning activities can help adult educators conskier law changes may

improve the learning selik* But kis crucial to involve everyone in this planning

proms. Neitheradministrant; nor teachers can th) this &ming elate. Lemnos

spend time in the room and can feel a sense of ownership and empowerment

when they KC able to participate in planning the physical Illanigmenta le

situations where inclviduals rmate through the place, as in learning centers, the

use of selected learners on an advismy committee may be especially hettful in

evaluating the physical environment periodically; particularly when new

equipmem or fumishkgs are introduced. Two practical planning activities

include mapping and geometric coding.

Mapping

Moping can be a very useful activity when considering furniture

asrangement and movement within an area. A scale drawing of the room and

scale cut outs of the furnkure and equipment me necessary for mapping.

Artistically talented learners can be asked to het with this part of the process.

Check with a local moving company ftw packets with useful materials like scale

cut oms of limit:se or &sign such items with youradult learners. Cover the

mom map with acetate so that they can be moved later if necessary. With

grease pencils, chatt the movement of individuals around the romn at different
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times of the day and difkrent days of dieweek. Soon &ft lines will swear thatshow the pittern(s)of movanent. Bottlenecks will becomeapparent and howthe anangement of fivniskings hinders or helps movement in the room becomes

Areas of the room theism most and least frequently used become apparenton the map. This information thould encoumge the generation of ideas abouthow to rummage the 10= in onkr to invrove its use and general convenienceke users. Mapping is pnbably most useful in kerning center envireameniswhere people move in and out and about frequently.

Geornetrk Coding

A qualitative understanding
of the Fat of the place to the activities can begained by Geoinaric Coifing. This activity requires a lig ofaetivities that arenecesswy for learning in the center. Next, the phygcal dimensieux that need tobe amsidezed nuat be determined. Each physical dimension is assigned ageomariad codc Le.,circks kr Bening, tanks to represent noise, and squaresto indicate open space. Each geometric cock is divided into dime levels by sizeof the chosen shapes. For exam*, large circles for intense light; mediumcircles for normal lighting; and snail circles kr low levels of lighting.Each learning activity is coded by shape and sire. Thus, showingvideotapes becomes coded as a small circle (this activity requires very lowlevels of lighting); whams individual reading ictivity is coded as a large circle.When all Bahian have been coded for lighting, the circles are placed cm theroom map (remember, one was made when mapping) where the activity takesplace in the room. Look closely and cresol vely at the map. Circles of differingsizes on LT of zach other in the same space may suggest tbe need formarrangemem in the loom.

The same poems should be applied 03 each physical dimension to beconsidered. In this exampe, each learning activity is coded kir wise usinglarge, medium and small triangles and for openspace requirements using large,median and small squares. The same process is completed for each amnionassigned a get:madeshape. The final MOM map should have an appearance oforder with similarsixes and shapes near each other. Glaring situations wherethe place and the activity do not fit will stand out. For example, activitiesrequiring lots of open space (large squares) scattered all about the room can beclustered inm cat area to niake better use of space. Activities generating lots ofnoise (large triangles) should be separated from those requiring relative quiet(small triangks).
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Even if the map tkres not produce crystal clear information, the activity
has been helpful if the participants have considered the physical envrtmment
and become emu's of concerns. Geommric coding can direct atientk.. to both
problematic as well as helpful ways learning activities are arranged within the
allowable space.

Conclusion

Attending to the physkal enviamment is a beneficial activity ht and of
itself. Detractors to learning such as season overstimulatica am be corrected
by mire careful Ottani:4 in the leaning seuing. The physical environment can
also be used to enhance /earning when the messages diet =conveyed to learners
by such emirates as furniture arrangement are stqwortive ci the athdt learner.
Also the positive influence of a physical environment that is conducive to learnirg
on the social environment can not be ignored. Adult gammon paying attaxion
to the place can mange the physical dimensicas effectively rather than just
accepting the setting as presented.

Part I and Part 2 of this techniques have offaed adult educators ideas that
are not fool-proof Inscriptions tot nutter qualitative possililities. All fotr of
the activities (environmental introductions, visualization, mapping, and
geometric coding) can be used to help facilitators awl learners evaluate the
match between learning behavior and place. In doing so, one additicnal factor
in the equation for effective adult learning can be consciously addressed rather
than simply accepted.


